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 1 Introduction

History of  Blobs

The images in Figure 1 leave one with a memorable impression of  the development and evolution of  the 

2014 “blob” of  unusually warm water that appeared in the southern Gulf  of  Alaska in the winter of  

2013/2014 and spread eastward in the following months and years. A good technical description of  its 

properties at the ocean surface can be found in DiLorenzo and Mantua (2016). They called it a heat wave 

because of  its persistence to 2015 (and has continued through 2016). 

 

FIGURE 1: WINTER SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES IN 2014, 2015, AND 2016. THE 
COLOURS IN THE PANELS OF FIGURE 1 REPRESENT DEPARTURES FROM AVERAGE TEMPERATURE (ºC) 
AND THE MAGNITUDE OF THE DIFFERENCE IS INDICATED BY THE INTENSITY OF THE COLOURS, WHICH 
CAN BE CHECKED AGAINST THE COLOUR BAR BENEATH EACH PANEL.  
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The warm blob of  2014-2016 was not entirely unique although some aspects of  it certainly are. The most 

recent blob1 prior to this one began 19 years ago in the spring of  1997 (Figure 2). It was of  sufficient 

magnitude that, now as then, scientists dropped what they were doing to investigate. The PICES Science 

Board set aside a day-long symposium at their 1998 annual meeting in Fairbanks, Alaska for a discussion of

and presentations on that event (Freeland et al. 1999). 

FIGURE 2: MONTHLY SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES DURING THE SPRING AND SUMMER OF 
1997.  

Salmon were involved then too. One of  the more newsworthy events of  1997 was the straying of  Fraser 

River sockeye salmon into rivers and streams along their normal oceanic migration route (McKinnell 2000).

Toward the end of  the run, maturation of  some individuals had reached such an advanced stage while at 

sea that they abandoned their migration in favour of  spawning. In several of  these rivers, sockeye salmon 

had never been seen before. Spawning occurred but as far as has been determined, no new populations 

were established by the strayers. Most of  the sockeye salmon made it to their destinations on the spawning 

grounds that year. The event was ephemeral and does not feature prominently in any of  the long-term 

evolution of  salmon fisheries or biology. As this is being written, the SST anomalies of  2016 have abated 

and even reversed sign, except in the Bering Sea (Figure 3).

1 It had triangular shape so it was called a triangle of  anomalies. 
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Ten years ago, McKinnell and Crawford (2007)  found statistical evidence in tree ring records and long-

term temperature records that major el Niños tended to occur at slightly less than a bidecadal interval that 

coincided with the minima of  one of  the long-period tidal cycles (18.61 y). To test their idea, they 

published a forecast that a major el Niño should occur “around 2015” if  their ideas about long-term 

variations in coastal temperatures had any substance. It was not a forecast for one of  the garden variety el 

Niños that tend to occur at 4-7 y intervals and which has a high probability of  occurring no matter what 

year is picked as the forecast, but a rip-roaring, equator-rattling, California-soaking, Okanagan vintage 

producing event, and that is what occurred during 2015/2016. What remains to be explained is why the 

recent event was so extreme (DiLorenzo and Mantua 2016), and perhaps why these events have been much

more prominent since the mid-1970s. The next tidal cycle minimum will occur in 2034.

FIGURE 3: GLOBAL SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES ON FEBRUARY 7, 2017.

Extrema Project

The Extrema2 Project (McKinnell 2017) examined some aspects of  ocean-climate variability in the North 

Pacific Ocean during a recent period of  environmental extremes that extended from the equatorial to the 

subarctic Pacific Ocean. Perhaps as a direct consequence of  these extremes, some attributes of  salmon 

2 Unprecedented events.
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biology (migration timing, abundance, mean size-at-age) in the northeastern Pacific Ocean were more 

extreme than anything observed, if  not in history, at least in prior records. A healthy skeptic's view of  this 

coincidence is that it was just that; the joint extremes in salmon biology and in the environment were 

unrelated. While this may be possible, it seems rather unlikely because the coincidence happens too 

frequently. Historical accounts of  joint environmental and fisheries extrema on the North American coast 

indicate that extreme events in marine ecology and climate have been connected in some way. Scientists 

across disciplines have documented rather diligently how extreme environmental events are associated with

extreme fisheries/biological events, beginning in North America with the CalCOFI report on the 

consequences of  the 1957/58 el Niño (Sette and Isaacs 1960), the 1982-83 el Niño (Wooster and Fluharty 

1985), the 1997/98 el Niño (Freeland et al. 1999). One career might normally expect to encounter only one

or two of  these so the topic may not always be foremost in thinking.

With the advent of  programmable calculators, microcomputers, and spreadsheets, a correlation calculation 

became a button waiting to be pushed. In untrained hands, it has been pushed often. “Seldom, if  ever, has 

thought been given to possible mechanisms of  these correlations” (Laevetsu 1983) is a sentiment that persists to the 

present. Progress in understanding has been made during international programs such as GLOBEC 

(Barange et al. 2010). The Northeast Pacific is not without its own set of  correlations, some of  them well 

known (Beamish and Bouillon 1993; Mantua et al. 1997) but their value for prognostic purposes has yet to 

bear fruit. The average intensity of  one of  these purported explanators of  salmon production variability, 

the intensity of  the Aleutian Low, has risen and fallen for 25 years without much evidence that its variation 

is of  much value in predicting salmon production (McKinnell 2016). Nevertheless, causal forces and 

biological responses to those forces should indeed be correlated if  that signal is stronger than other causes 

of  variation. 

The first phase of  the Extrema Project sought to find environmental and biological extremes in 2015 (and 

in 2016 if  data were available). Biological extrema appeared in both years from the Columbia River to the 

Yukon River but there were many populations where extrema did not occur. Most were related to some 

aspect of  variability in the nature of  salmon spawning migrations. Extremes in population abundance or 

escapements, on the other hand, were both high and low but the full effect of  the 2015 and 2016 extrema 

will not be resolved fully until 2018 for species with older age-at-maturity. Most of  the survivors of  these 

ocean entry years were still at sea when this report was written. Perhaps the most newsworthy event on the 

entire West coast was finding that the estimated abundance of  sockeye salmon returning to the Fraser 

River in 2016 was the lowest ever recorded since the fishery began in the 19th century. While preseason 
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forecasts had called for low abundance, primarily because of  the cyclic pattern of  abundance seen in Fraser

River sockeye salmon, are return this low return was unexpected. Fishwheels on the Nass River in northern

British Columbia, on the other hand, recorded highest abundances of  early-run sockeye salmon and late-

run chinook salmon in 2016. At Bonneville Dam, 2015 was year of  record high abundance (since 1980) of  

large chinook salmon. More often than not, measures of  average body size of  salmon were normal (within 

2 standard deviations of  the long-term average) in the populations examined (See Illustration 1 in the 

Appendix). The Trophic Gauntlet Hypothesis (McKinnell et al. 2014) offers one explanation for why 

Fraser River sockeye salmon might experience significantly higher mortality than other southern sockeye 

salmon populations, but its application to extreme ocean entry years has not yet been evaluated. Not all of  

the Fraser River sockeye salmon populations of  the 2014 ocean entry year had poor (total) survival so the 

differences need to be examined more closely (S. Grant, DFO, pers. comm.). Where body size extrema 

were found in 2015, all were small, suggesting poor feeding and/or metabolic stress (warmer temperatures 

accelerate metabolic rates) for at least some of  the populations. There were fewer records of  body size 

available from 2016 returns but the one extremum was also small.

There was a broad and varied range of  unusual behaviours by salmon populations in 2015 and 2016. 

Whether they were a direct result of  environmental variation in the ocean in 2015 and 2016 cannot be 

known for certain, but given that salmon populations have changed their behaviours in the past in response

to significant changes in the ocean (McKinnell et al. 1999), environmental extrema are the likely candidate 

for a cause. Whether the same responses would arise from a repeat of  these years is not known; perhaps in 

some but not others.

Salmon are subarctic animals; they do not occur in the subtropics and they are not very abundant in the 

Arctic suggesting that their fate in the ocean is a function of  the state of  the subarctic ocean. When it was 

last examined, subtropical oceans of  the world were expanding (Polovina et al. 2008). As the area of  the 

ocean is not expanding (apart from sea level rise), some part of  the World Ocean must be contracting as 

the World warms and the subarctic is a logical candidate. So salmon may be the canary in the mine, but the 

canaries that are most affected by such changes are probably those living at the limits of  the range. Placing 

a canary on Kodiak Is. may not be the best indicator of  a slowly changing system as it lies well within the 

interior of   salmon oceanic habitat. Likewise, the coast of  the U.S. mainland may be buffered somewhat 

from change because the entire coast is dominated by upwelling winds. On the other hand, if  change 

occurs abruptly, in many places simultaneously, having canaries distributed from the Yukon to San 

Francisco can provide clues to the nature and scope of  the change.
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Continuing the avian metaphor, the Extrema Project was a canary hunt but what was found was a mixture 

of  budgies, terns, parakeets and coots; that is, considerable diversity in what was recorded, but even 

moreso in what data were available. An original objective of  the project was to identify anomalies, describe 

each, and provide advice on its implications and future monitoring. Almost everywhere on the coast there 

was some aspect of  basic salmon biology in 2015 and 2016 that was more extreme than previously 

observed, at least in the last 40 years. In fact, so many large anomalies occurred that the focus of  the 

investigation was restricted to the extrema among them, and there were so many of  these that the 

discussion and recommendations had to be general rather than specific. As the environmental anomalies 

that gave rise to the project were found mostly in the ocean, no attempt was made to examine the effects 

of  terrestrial expressions of  this climate event (e.g. early spring in 2015) but it would be worth exploring.

Following a brief  review (Section 2) of  the approach used in this study, an attempt was made to evaluate 

common patterns where and if  they were found. Section 3 attempts to evaluate the environmental and 

salmon extrema with a view in Section 4 to determine how the former affected the latter. Section 5 has a 

few key messages that emerged from the study and Section 6 provides some thoughts on where to go from

here. Section 7 identifies some of  the challenges to expect. Data sources and their treatment are described 

in Appendices 1 and 2 to the report of  the first phase of  this study (McKinnell 2017).

 2 Data, methods, and definitions

a·nom·a·ly
näm lē/ə̍ ə

noun: anomaly; plural noun: anomalies

-something that deviates from what is standard, normal, or expected.

"there are a number of  anomalies in the present system”

Courtesy to Google for its definition

For the most part, the world view of  “standard, normal, or expected” in the definition of  anomaly above 

suggests some knowledge of  what is average, calculated over some arbitrary period of  time, and/or area of

the globe. An anomaly is sometimes considered to be an oddity but that is not the correct meaning in the 

statistical sense that climate/salmon scientists might use the word. Daily experience with weather offers 

widespread familiarity with the concept of  a statistical anomaly, for example when weathermen describe 

today's temperature and compare it to today's normal temperature. Years of  watching weather reports 
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reveals that today's temperature is almost never “normal” but varies above or below and typically by a small

amount. This departure from normal is the anomaly; positive when greater than normal and negative when

less than normal. Occasionally, some phenomenon occurs that is very different from normal and as a 

consequence, the anomalies are much larger than normal. Any anomaly that is unprecedented in an 

historical record, is an extremum (pl. extrema) which can be either positive or negative.

The early 1980s was used as a starting point for comparison, primarily as this was the beginning of  the 

satellite-era of  global sea surface temperature observations and historical data on salmon populations tend 

be rather sparse prior to this period, although there are some notable exceptions. A popular historical 

climate reconstruction database begins in 1948 (Kalnay et al. 1996) so searches for extrema in atmospheric 

temperature and pressure or winds can be span a longer period, however, evidence of  climate regime shifts

in these data (1976/77 for example) suggests that it makes more sense to restrict comparisons in this 

report to periods of  variability that are relatively homogeneous. If  an individual time series did not extend 

back to 1980, an extremum was assessed on the basis of  whatever record was available. The online salmon 

test fishery data from the PSC, for example, begin in 2002 and relatively consistent satellite-derived 

estimates of  chlorophyll concentration began in 1997.

Anomalies were classified as either: extrema, or normal (within ±2 standard deviations), or strong 

anomalies (>|2| standard deviations from the mean but not an extremum). Two standard deviations 

encompasses about 95% of  observations in a Gaussian (bell) curve. Strong anomalies, as defined here, 

must be among the most extreme 2.5% negative or 2.5% positive to qualify. An extremum is simply the 

strongest positive or negative anomaly in the record examined, but could be less than 2 standard deviations

and still be the most extreme in the time series. 

Salmon model

Salmon runs in 2015 and 2016 were assessed by fitting daily abundances at fish weirs/ladders or catch-per-

unit-effort (CPUE) in test fisheries to a timing/abundance model (Schnute and Sibert 1983) with 

parameters measuring: 1) abundance, 2) skewness3, 3) compression4, and 4) peak date. If  only a single peak 

occurred in a run the Schnute-Sibert model was used. If  a time series was a composite of  multiple runs, 

the parameters for each component were estimated using a pulse model (McKinnell, unpublished) that 

decomposed the run into its component parts (eg. Spring, Summer, Fall chinook at Bonneville Dam) with 

3 Parameter to indicate a long tail in either direction.
4 Parameter to indicate if  the run compressed into a few days or protracted.
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four parameters for each component. Each species and size-class (if  distinguished) was fit to all years of  

data available (back to 1980) to allow the parameters estimated from 2015 and 2016 runs to be compared 

to historical results, to determine whether extrema had occurred in those years. Extrema, strong anomalies,

and normal values were determined according to the criteria described above. A summary of  the results 

using colour coded symbols for each run and year appears in Illustration 2 in the Appendix to this report.

Building climate indices

Salmon biology typically generates few data points per annum, like the annual number of  salmon of  each 

species passing through a fence. Environmental data on the other hand exist as time series at varying 

intervals (hourly, daily, weekly, etc.) and different geographic scales (1 km, 4 km, 9 km, 1º lat/long, etc.) and

often everywhere on the globe. So the challenge is to reduce these data to a manageable level that will 

capture the main signals and allow the indices to be comparable with biological time series at geographic 

and temporal scales that are meaningful to salmon biology. A desirable property of  an index is that it is 

resonant, which is to say that it represents variation in some property of  nature across a broad geographic 

scale. One technique, among several that are regularly used for creating these indices, is principal 

component5 (PC) analysis. At a geographic grid resolution of  1º latitude by 1º longitude there are over 

4,500 time series in the region used to compute the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index6. Typically, the

value of  a PC7 is determined by the amount of  covariation it reflects, often expressed as a percentage. The 

PDO index reflects about 20% of  SST covariation. If  it was 100%, it would mean that the PDO index 

reflected all of  the covariation in SST in the North Pacific Ocean north of  20ºN latitude. At 20%, it means

that much of  the covariation in SST is not reflected in the PDO index. It is also possible from the analysis 

to determine where the PDO has greatest influence. As the PDO is a seesaw (cooler in the west while 

warmer in the east and vice versa), there are two “centres of  action” both of  which are in the subtropical 

North Pacific. The Extrema Project focused on developing new indices that reflect environmental variation

only in that part of  the North Pacific that is used by migrating salmonids – the salmosphere.

Scale

Whether about salmon biology or the environment, anomaly time series can be affected by local, regional, 

basin-scale or global processes. To understand why any particular time series varies as it does, whether 

5 Different scientific disciplines give different names to this method.
6 Mantua et al. (1997) use at 5º grid to compute their PDO index.
7 Called a mode or and EOF in some scientific disciplines.
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 it be salmon or the environment, demands

attention to scale. Because of  the

availability of  global databases8, it is

possible to determine how resonant some

ancient time series from a specific location

may be. The spring temperature of  the

ocean at the Kains Island lighthouse on

northwestern Vancouver Island, for

example, is strongly influenced by

atmospheric variability on a North Pacific

basin scale (Figure 4). High sea level

pressure in the western tropical Pacific is associated with low sea level pressure in the Gulf  of  Alaska via 

an atmospheric teleconnection, the PNA Pattern. Their combined effect when then PNA Pattern is 

positive is to warm the North American coastal atmosphere which in turn warms the coastal sea surface 

including Kains Island. When it is negative, the Kains Is. ocean is cool. Furthermore, the PNA Pattern has 

such a large footprint that it can affect coastal sea surface temperatures similarly from Scripps Pier in La 

Jolla California to Alaska. It is difficult to imagine, but sea level pressure in March in Darwin, Australia 

could be used as a crude indicator of  the northern diversion of  sockeye salmon to the Fraser River. 

Salmon data

Based largely on on-line data, Phase 1 of  the Extrema Project examined run timing and abundance of  69 

species/timing/stock groups by fitting a model describing daily/weekly observations of  abundance. Their 

geographic distribution ranged from the Bering Sea to the Columbia River although there were some 

notable gaps in southern British Columbia beyond the Fraser River watershed. Most time series came from

the Fraser (30) and Columbia rivers (12). The Fraser River has multiple test fisheries catching all species but

focused on sockeye salmon (and pink salmon in odd years). Because there are two major approaches to the

river, an extremum in any year may also reflect migration route rather than abundance so caution is needed 

when interpreting these extrema. Observations from the Columbia River were taken from Bonneville Dam.

More data were available from Alaska than were used but largely because of  lack of  time available to 

download them but representative locations and species with longer histories were selected. 

8 Largely due to the efforts of  NOAA/Climate
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FIGURE 4: CORRELATION BETWEEN KAINS ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE SEA 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE IN MARCH AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PACIFIC-
NORTH AMERICA PATTERN).ONLY STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT 
CORRELATIONS ARE COLOURED.



 3 Review of extrema

Temperatures

Di Lorenzo and Mantua (2016) describe what occurred in surface layer of  the Northeast Pacific Ocean in 

their analysis of  sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTa) and sea level pressure anomalies (SLPa) from 

2013 to 2015. Previous studies had identified a tropical role in Northeast Pacific SLPa during the winter of  

2013-2014 (Whitney 2015; Bond et al. 2015). As there is also a relatively intimate connection between SSTa

and surface air temperature anomalies (SATa), this connection and its evolution through 2016 was explored

in the Extrema Project. As we know what causes summer to be warm and winter to be cold in most places 

in the ocean, the focus of  study is the anomalies. In the first phase of  this project, it appeared that most of

the variation in SATa in the salmosphere was primarily a result of  two dominant modes of  variability. The 

first  PC (28% of  covariance) is a seesaw between the eastern and western salmosphere that is correlated 

with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. When this index is positive, is is warm on the North American side 

and cool on the Asian side, and when negative the SATa are warm on the Asian side and cool on the North

American side. The second PC (24%) causes salmosphere-wide warming when positive or cooling when 

negative across the region. Canonical correlation analysis (not shown here) indicated that both of  these 

atmospheric patterns are needed to describe the dominant pattern of  variation in SSTa within the 

salmosphere. 

Air Temperature and Sea Level Pressure

By examining how SATa are related to SLPa throughout the Pacific Ocean (e.g. Figure 5), which are largely 

responsible for the wind anomalies in the North Pacific, it is apparent that the east/west seesaw mode in 

SATa has a global connection that is related to a large-scale atmospheric pattern in the Pacific that spans 

both hemispheres (Figure 5). Low SLPa in the eastern equatorial Pacific and the subarctic North Pacific are

associated with higher SATa in the eastern salmosphere (Gulf  of  Alaska) and cooler temperatures in the 

western North Pacific (Asian side). SATa PC2 is associated with warming (when positive) or cooling (when

negative) everywhere in the salmosphere, but is restricted to SLP variations within the northern 

hemisphere (Figure 6). When the Subtropical High Pressure system over Hawaii is weaker than average and

the northern Gulf  of  Alaska has higher than average SLP, PC2 of  SATa tends toward warming in the 

entire salmosphere. This pattern resembles the North Pacific Oscillation (Walker 1924), first described as 

an SLP seesaw between Alaska and  Hawaii. Sometimes these two SATa modes are in phase and sometimes

out of  phase. A key point is that the connection of  the salmosphere to the global climate system is needed 

to understand the nature of  variability that is seen locally.
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FIGURE 5: STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PC1 OF SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE IN THE 
SALMOSPHERE (THE SEESAW MODE) AND SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN. STRONGER REDS 
ARE HIGHER POSITIVE CORRELATIONS AND STRONGER BLUES ARE STRONGER NEGATIVE CORRELATIONS. THE RANGE OF 
CORRELATIONS IS -0.5 TO +0.5.



When the two major SATa modes are in phase and positive, as they have been since 2013, the Gulf  of  

Alaska, the eastern Bering Sea, and the State of  Alaska tend to be warmer than average. By selecting only 

those months when both modes are > +1 s.d. and plotting them by year, some regular patterns are evident 

(Figure 7). The first is that the joint positive anomalies are always associated with years of  el Niños, and 

primarily the larger ones: 1957/58, 1986/87, 1991/92, 1997/98, 2002/03, and 2015/16. A second feature 

is that the number of  months in each event is not directly related to the strength of  the el Niño, as 

measured by contemporary ENSO indices. For example, the 1982/83 el Niño is not included in this 

collection or years, primarily because air temperatures were generally cooler in the salmosphere during that 

event. Thirdly, the occurrences of  these jointly high values are not tightly restricted to the winter of  the el 

Niño but span a period of  one or two years before/after the el Niño, except for 1997 when all months 

occurred in that one year. Finally, the number of  months in each event after 1997 has increased, but the 

time series is too short to know whether this is a trend. In conclusion, many el Niños energize both modes 

which leads to a warmer subarctic.
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FIGURE 6: STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PC2 OF SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE IN THE 
SALMOSPHERE-WIDE MODE AND SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN NORTH OF THE EQUATOR. 
STRONGER REDS ARE HIGHER POSITIVE CORRELATIONS AND STRONGER BLUES ARE STRONGER NEGATIVE CORRELATIONS. 
THE RANGE OF CORRELATIONS IS -0.5 TO +0.5. 



 While this is not a new result, it is noteworthy that the

warm temperatures appears to have arisen from existing

modes of  variation rather than some new pattern. The

intensity recently was novel and is as yet unexplained

(DiLorenzo and Mantua 2016). The oceanic temperature

extrema seem to have arisen from an enhancement of

two existing pre-dominant modes of  SATa variability,

one global and one hemispheric in scale. When the two

modes are positive, as recently, they are associated with a

generally warmer northeastern Pacific region.

Sea Surface Temperatures 

The most extreme sea surface temperate anomalies (SSTa) were located in the Bering Sea, far from the 

iconic image of  the blob. This implicates the atmosphere as the cause rather than ocean circulation. The 

time series in Figure 8 is taken from a principal component analysis of  weekly SSTa in the Bering Sea. It 

reflects SSTa throughout the Bering Sea in a single index, with positive values being generally warm and 

negative values being generally cool. It shows that the recent warm episode was similar in duration (to date)

as a similar period that occurred in the first half  of  the decade of  the 2000s, but the recent spikes of  nearly

4.5 s.d. were far greater than found in a similar analysis of  the entire salmosphere, or the continental shelf  

SSTa. The spikes in the Bering Sea occurred primarily in the warm season (none in winter) and were more 

frequent in 2014 and 2016 than 2015.   
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FIGURE 7: NUMBERS OF MONTHS, BY YEAR, WHEN THE 
DOMINANT AND SUBDOMINANT MODES OF SATA 
VARIATION JOINTLY EXCEED +1 STANDARD DEVIATION.
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FIGURE 8: PC1 OF WEEKLY SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES IN THE 
BERING SEA FROM NOV 1981 TO JAN 2017.
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Biological oceanography and juvenile salmon indicators

Since the late 1990s, oceanographers and salmon biologists

from Alaska to California have been surveying the

continental shelf  and meeting annually to review the state

of  the coastal ocean and the state of  the juvenile salmon

found there. This coastwide interaction of  researchers has

led to a better understanding of  the interaction between

the environment and the salmon that live there by

facilitating regional comparisons (Grimes et al. 2007).  The

region with the most anomalous phytoplankton and

zooplankton anomalies was the U.S. West coast where

salmon habitat indicators for the months of  June in 2014,

2015, and 2016 were among the lowest in a 19 year record. 

“Locally, strong upwelling winds kept the Blob offshore of  Oregon

during summer 2014, but by mid-September, winds relaxed and the

Blob flooded continental shelf  waters with anomalously warm

tropical/subtropical water. This resulted in a complete replacement

of  the “cold water, lipid-rich” food chain with a “warm-water, lipid

poor” food chain. By winter (Jan-Mar) 2015, the SST pattern

across the Pacific resembled the positive PDO pattern and this SST

pattern continued through all of  2015 and 2016.” (https://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/research/divisions/fe/estuarine/oeip/b-

latest-updates.cfm)

Typically, large-scale phenomena that give rise to warmer than average spring ocean temperatures along the

North American coast are not favourable for the survival of  juvenile salmon, as in 1998 and 2005, at least 

in the southern part of  their range (up to Queen Charlotte Sound). From the results obtained to date in 

Bonneville Power Administration trawl surveys in these years, salmon survival on the U.S. West coast has 

been lower than average from the 2014 ocean entry year, as is typical in warmer years, but survival has not 

been as extreme (low) here as the habitat might suggest (Figure 9). In part, this may be due to a later arrival

of  the warm water along the Oregon coast. Upwelling winds could easily have kept a thin surface layer at 

bay until they abated. 

Off  the coast of  British Columbia, in 2014 at least, coho salmon survival was as bad as the habitat 
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FIGURE 10: COMPOSITE SURVIVAL INDEX OF HATCHERY 
AND WILD COHO SALMON INDICATOR STOCKS IN 
SOUTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
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FIGURE 9: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN JUVENILE COHO 
SALMON ABUNDANCE IN JUNE IN BPA SURVEYS AND 
HATCHERY COHO SALMON SURVIVAL (BELOW) AND 
JUVENILE CHINOOK SALMON ABUNDANCE IN THE SAME 
SURVEYS AND SUBSEQUENT RETURNS OF AGE X.2 
CHINOOK SALMON TO BONNEVILLE DAM. 
(NOAA/NWFSC)

https://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/research/divisions/fe/estuarine/oeip/b-latest-updates.cfm
https://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/research/divisions/fe/estuarine/oeip/b-latest-updates.cfm


indicators might have suggested (Figure 10). The 2014

smolt year in southern British Columbia had the lowest

average survival in 30 years (S. Baillie, DFO unpublished).

Surprisingly, juvenile coho salmon growth in 2014 was the

highest ever recorded since the 1990s, perhaps because

there was no competition among the few survivors.

Growth in 2015 was also above average. In spite of  two

years of  poor large-scale and local habitat indicators,

growth was good (Chandler et al. 2015, 2016) but survival

was not. A local wild population (Carnation Creek) on the

West coast of  Vancouver Island had the second lowest marine survival (0.3%) in the 2014 smolt year in a 

series that dates back to 2001 smolt year. Perhaps the coastal upwelling zone on the US. West coast 

provides a type of  refuge that is not available to coho salmon in British Columbia.

A similar survey approach has been used in SE Alaska (Icy Strait survey) as the basis for developing a 

forecast of  harvests of  pink salmon in subsequent years. In 20 years of  juvenile salmon surveys, the 2015 

harvest arising from the 2014 ocean entry year, was the first significant overforecast of  an odd year run in 

the history of  the time series. The harvests in 2016 followed suit (Figure 11). Returns of  pink salmon to 

the Fraser R. in 2015 were also much lower than expected (Fraser Panel News Release #10, 2015). 

Adult Salmon

In the time available for this study, the more biological aspects of  salmon extrema were given greater 

prominence than the commercial aspects (catch) although a better result might have been had if  the two 

were integrated. Environmental extrema have a potential to affect body growth and size-at-maturity, age-at-

maturity, migration timing, etc., so examining these properties across broad geographic scales can lead to a 

better understanding of  how salmon currently use the ocean in the face of  widespread environmental 

influences. The key results were summarized in Figures 1 and 2 of  McKinnell (2017) and these figures are 

reproduced in the Appendix to this report. What is apparent by the prevalence of  non-yellow colours in 

these figures is that salmon were either behaving very differently and/or were more or less abundant in 

2015 and 2016 than in previous years9 but the degree of  abnormality varied from place to place. Across all 

69 time series that were examined, there were 18 abundance extrema in 2015 (10 high) and 16 in 2016 (7 

high). In both years, it appeared as though there was a mixture of  highs and lows, but given the ocean ages 

9 Where data are available to make a comparison.
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of  some of  the migrants, there is a non-trivial probability that the cohort size was established before the 

oceanic extrema had a substantial influence on the salmosphere. The Columbia River had but one extrema 

in 48 parameters in 2016 despite being the southernmost river examined. Extrema there in 2015 tended to 

be the occurrence of  highest abundances, but for species whose cohort size was likely established before 

the onset of  the major oceanic anomalies in the salmosphere. Baker Lake and Lake Washington sockeye 

salmon showed similar results. Moving northward, the first strong anomaly in timing occurred with 

sockeye salmon at Long Lake (Docee River fence) with an early peak date in 2016 but not in 2015. On the 

other hand, the peak date of  Skeena River sockeye at the Tyee test fishery was a late extremum, but 

fisheries seaward could have affected the shape of  the run. The Nass River went from low abundance 

extrema in 2015 to high abundance extrema in 2016 for sockeye and chinook salmon, but a low extremum 

of  coho salmon in 2016. Timing of  the pink, chum, and chinook salmon populations in the Yukon River 

drainage was not extreme in 2015 but three different outcomes occurred in 2016: early (chinook), normal 

(summer chum), and late (fall chum and pink) extrema.

The Fraser River seems to be the oddity. Abundance/timing model results involved 4 parameters, 15 years 

of  test fishery data, and 15 fishery-taxonomic-size combinations found numerous extrema in 2015 and 

2016 at the test fisheries on the approaches to the Fraser River. If  the extrema had all occurred in one year,

there was a theoretical maximum of  60 that could be either minima or maxima. Therefore there should be 

120 extremes (a minimum and a maximum for each combination of  species and fishery) to be distributed 

somewhere among the 15 years (2002-2016) of  data, or an average of  8 extrema per year based on chance, 

or 16 extrema in any two years. The results found that the total number of  model parameter extrema in the

two years of  2015 and 2016 was 52. Even a “chi-by-eye” suggests that something substantially non-random

occurred in those two years. Despite the high number of  extrema, there were more “normal” parameters 

(within ±2 s.d.) in those years than extrema or strong anomalies. 

In 2016, all species in the Fraser River had at least one extremely protracted migration in one of  the four 

test fisheries. Likewise these extrema appeared at least once in all test fisheries in 2016. The only other 

protracted run extrema was in the Nass River (late run chinook). All peak date extrema were early, with the 

exception of  steelhead trout which were late extremum (Round Is. only). All run size extrema in 2016 were 

low: coho, steelhead, large chinook, small and large sockeye salmon, depending on the test fishery. There 

were no high abundance extrema in 2016. In 2015, all abundance extrema were low in the San Juan gillnet 

test fishery, but high in the San Juan seine test fishery. This suggests a timing event because the gillnet 

fishery precedes the seine test fishery, but none of  the peak dates were extrema so more likely, it reflects 
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abundance in Juan de Fuca. Some of  that low abundance would be due to extreme northern diversions, at 

least for sockeye and pink salmon, in 2015. Rather than the protracted runs that had occurred during 2016,

most of  the migration extrema in 2015 had highly compressed runs.

In 2015, the returns of  pink salmon in Prince William Sound and further west were good but they 

weakened toward the southern end of  the range of  the species (A. Wertheimer, pers. comm.). Low returns 

in 2016 in northern SEAK (Inside) were due in part to very low escapement in 2014, but the outside 

populations had better escapement in 2014 yet it resulted in low returns in 2016. In 2016, however, runs 

were poor from northern SEAK along the Gulf  of  Alaska to Prince William Sound and Kodiak. The 

spatial scale of  these salmon anomalies almost exactly matched the SSTa in the winter before they went to 

sea (Figure 1). The full effects of  environmental extrema in 2015 and 2016 on sockeye, chinook, and chum 

salmon and steelhead trout abundances will not be known with any certainty until the 2017 and 2018 

returns.

 4 Consequences

The occurrence of  extrema in the salmosphere is not novel. For much of  the 20th century, they came and 

went with little thought to their persistence. The last 50 years of  experience suggests that that view needs 

to change but not necessarily because of  blobs. In 1978, when the northern diversion of  sockeye salmon 

returning to the Fraser River reached about 80%, it was considered as a simple anomaly as had occurred in 

1926, 1936 or 1958 but then largely forgotten. It occurred to none in the late 1970s that the northern 

diversion would not return to average historical levels. The coincidence of  the change in migration with a 

major shift in the climate system in 1977 eventually drew attention to the idea that large-scale physical 

forces were affecting at least some aspects of  salmon biology (Hare and Francis 1995; McKinnell et al. 

1999). 

Human responses to such findings will range from indifference to high anxiety depending on whether the 

occurrence of  extrema are perceived as beneficial or detrimental to interests, immediate or long-term, in 

some aspect of  the resource. At issue is a need to understand how, and how quickly the salmosphere is 

changing. Most climate projections of  the IPCC10 show relatively smooth transitions from now into the 

future and all involve warming. Because of  inherent variability, some of  it random, in the observations of  

salmon made each year, the general consequences may not be understood without having a relatively broad

view of  what is occurring on the coast. 

10 United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
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A new scientific imperative has emerged; to determine whether any strong anomaly is simply an extreme 

of  random variation about a long-term average, or whether the anomalies of  the kind observed recently in 

the Northeast Pacific, are the beginning of  some new state of  nature from which future anomalies should 

be calculated. The actions taken by managers now, in response, will have greater or lesser influence on the 

resource depending on which type of  anomaly is occurring. There are recent examples that we are not yet 

very good at distinguishing one from the other, at least in a timely fashion. 

Within living memory of  some11 there was an abrupt and persistent reduction in abundance of  coho 

salmon in the Strait of  Georgia (and Puget Sound). Abundances plummeted in the early 1990s, have never 

recovered, nor has a cause has been identified. The collapse was first reported (in Canada) by a scientist 

working in the Cowichan River (Holtby 1993) who attributed the cause of  rapidly declining abundance, 

accurately as it turned out, to declining smolt survival rather than fishing. Response to this news was “we 

need more details re specific, testable hypotheses” (Humphreys et al. 1994) which was followed shortly thereafter by

a request to scientists to reconsider the data to determine whether an increase in coho salmon exploitation 

was warranted, despite of  growing evidence that the change in abundance was widespread and trending 

downward (Kadowaki et al. 1994). The response time to take management measures that were 

commensurate with the magnitude of  the collapse of  coho populations was about 5 years (almost 2 coho 

generations), and a change of  Minister. Lack of  experience with a simultaneous collapse of  many 

populations was likely one of  the reasons for the slow response. One hopes that in the 21st century, we 

have become more aware of  the idea that fundamental changes may persist. The implications for future 

salmon production, management, forecasting and other needs depend on two things: 1) understanding the 

difference between an anomaly and a regime change, and 2) understanding the consequences for salmon of

whatever the novel state of  nature might be. A warmer ocean, especially in the south, has never been good 

for salmon survival. Global climate models are not predicting ocean cooling.

It was not possible to understand the full effects of  environmental extrema on salmon species that spend 

more than one year in the ocean because these cohorts have yet to return to spawn, but coho salmon, pink 

salmon, and small sockeye salmon spend only one year at sea before maturing. In the Fraser River test 

fisheries, where coho salmon are caught incidentally, there were no extrema in coho salmon catches in 2015

(2014 ocean entry year) even though it was the year of  worst average survival generally in southern British 

Columbia. On the other hand, two of  four of  these test fisheries had low abundance extrema for coho 

salmon in 2016. Fraser River pink salmon abundance in 2015 was much lower than expected (but not an 

extremum) but their mean body weight was the smallest in a record that dates back to 1959. Puget Sound 

11 The author had just been appointed Chairman of  the DFO PSARC Salmon Subcommittee during this era.
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coho salmon were also small and in low abundance in 2015 (L. Weitkamp, NOAA/pers. comm). Because 

pink salmon and coho salmon mature after only one year at sea, their migrations do not extend  far 

offshore. Sharing an ocean environment with insufficient prey could explain coincident anomalies in 

different species. Historical high seas tagging suggests that Fraser River pink salmon and Southeast Alaska 

pink salmon shared the same ocean habitat (50 years ago) but there were no body size extrema in SEAK 

pink salmon. Whether they share a common environment in the 21st century is unknown but the lack of  

synchrony in mean weight in 2015 suggests that they were not in the same oceanic environment. For 

longer lived species such as chum, sockeye, and chinook salmon and steelhead trout, the full effects of  

environmental extrema in 2015 and 2016 on abundances are not yet evident because oceanic anomalies 

tend to be more important for juvenile salmon than for maturing salmon. The low abundance extremum in

small sockeye salmon catches in Fraser River test fisheries in 2016 may be telling. Generally, in the south 

there is no reason to expect that warm anomalies in 2015 and 2016 will translate into positive outcomes for

returns. At one time, there was an idea that the productivity of  salmon populations had a north-south 

seesaw; low (high) in the North while high (low) in the South (Mantua et al. 1997; Hare and Francis 1995) 

but this idea does not appear to hold in the 21st century. 

The current study has focused on covariation of  salmon extrema in extreme years. Understanding the 

scales of  variability will help to determine the scope and nature of  monitoring for change. In the 

populations examined to date, biological extrema in salmon populations were widespread, but the 

responses were not consistent between the years examined nor among populations. Some consistencies 

among species and test fisheries were found within the Fraser River. In part, the differences in salmon 

responses between 2015 and 2016 may have arisen because the nature of  the environmental conditions 

differed between years, with 2015 following the year of  the blob then leading into an el Niño and 2016 

feeling the brunt of  the el Niño before tailing away in the autumn from its major effects. SST extrema were

more abundant in the Gulf  of  Alaska in 2016 than the preceding years. 

 5 Key messages

Although it is always difficult to generalize about salmon, a few key messages seemed to emerge from this 

study:

• The ocean-climate events of  2014-2016, although extreme in the instrumental records and 

widespread in the salmosphere, are likely to be ephemeral if  this event is similar to what occurred 

in 1997/98. It came and went without leaving permanent effects either positive or negative on 
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most salmon populations. The next one should occur around 2034.

• Where widespread changes (declines) in survival have occurred, as in salmon associated with the 

Salish Sea, they began in the early 1990s and have persisted to the present. These are fundamental 

changes that are not well understood but have lasting consequences. 

• Extreme responses by salmon to ocean-climate extrema in 2015 and 2016 were coastwide and 

diverse but varied among species and region. Some runs were the most abundant during the years 

studied and some were the least abundant. More often than not, the salmon anomalies were in 

behaviour as they navigated their way around the novel environment.

• Evidence of  late-life mortality in salmon in the sea is relatively rare. Most of  what occurred in the 

last few years would have affected the juvenile salmon. Those with longer oceanic lives have yet to 

“show their hand.” We have already seen the effects on pink salmon and coho salmon as they live 

only one year at sea. Southeast Alaska pink salmon have been much below forecast for two years, as

was the case for the 2015 return to the Fraser River. Furthermore, the region-wide survival of  coho

salmon in southern British Columbia was the lowest on record for the 2014 ocean entry year. 

• On a more practical note, assembling a coast-wide perspective on ocean-climate environmental 

variation and even developing new indices tailored to the salmosphere was easy. Doing the same 

for salmon biology was not. The main difference is that agencies responsible for the former have 

committed to collecting, organizing and distributing standard data products online to a diverse set 

of  clients in different regions/countries. It requires an interagency commitment that has yet to 

occur in salmon biology, and may not be necessary if  regional comparisons are not needed. 

 6 Moving forward

If  salmon populations responded to extreme environmental conditions independently, and did so in 

unpredictable ways, there would be little value added with a coast-wide monitoring program. Marine 

survival of  coho salmon has shown that in some cases, populations in entire regions can vary coherently 

but the only way this was known was to monitor coho salmon populations at a scale that could detect the 

pattern. The recommendations are offered with the assumption that the Commission is not getting the 

broad-scale perspective that it may wish to have and is interested in developing a coast-wide view of  the 

salmon resource as it emerges each year.

1. The Commission needs a Salmoscope that would allow any Commissioner, or anyone with an 
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interest in salmon to understand, at the press of  a button, how salmon returns are developing 

coast-wide, in-season. For example, imagine the figures at the end of  this report as a computer 

screen that is updated daily, without requiring human intervention, that will identify strong 

anomalies (positive or negative) or extremes and issue alerts on these on a day to day basis. 

2. The Salmoscope will require a Salmon Data Network (SDN) to facilitate the collection, 

organization, and dissemination of  data from observing locations across international boundaries 

with the intent of  increased understanding of  the state of  the resource. An expert group should be

formed to design a network system that will provide real-time access to salmon data coast-wide, in-

season. In the 21st century, it is technically feasible for a datum to be entered (once) into a 

computer on the SDN and served immediately to a global community. Impediments to developing 

such a system are not technical.

3. The Salmoscope will require at least two national salmon data servers offering identical data in 

identical formats that do not require human intervention to obtain (as is currently the case) and 

non-proprietary software must be the primary format. There are precedents in the climate and 

oceanography communities. Project Argo, for example, serves identical data from redundant 

servers in France and the United States. An expert group, perhaps working in concert with the 

SDN expert group, should be formed to advise on what data to serve in what format from what 

locations. There will be a need for a Salmon Data Archive (SDA) to serve as a repository for 

historical data, presumably served by the same servers.

4. The Salmoscope will require an expert group to design the Salmoscope around information needs 

of  major clients by determining what needs to be seen to understand coast-wide, or regional 

phenomena. 

5. The Commission should invest in the development of  technologies to speed up the timeliness of  

obtaining salmon data. For example, in the 21st century it has become possible because of  

innovation to know today's depth of  the ocean mixed layer, its heat content and salinity anywhere 

in the World Ocean without sending a ship to sea. Salmon biology needs equivalent scales of  

innovation to address the basic problem of  getting an understanding of  what is happening to 

salmon populations. We need to know the age of  a fish when we catch it, not next November. It 

would be useful to know how it has been growing when it is caught, not waiting 5 years to apply 

for a grant (several times), to eventually learn how something grew 10 years ago. These kinds of  

advances will require automation that will only come from innovative thinking and a commitment 
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to improving the life of  a salmon biologist. An expert group might be formed to identify areas 

where technical advancements are required and to set priorities on which challenge to address first.

6. After the expert groups have done their work and reported to the Commission, say in 3 years, 

implement the vision with a small pilot project of  about half  a dozen rivers (with willing 

participation) to understand feasibility and issues associated with delivery of  the system. More 

rivers and sites can be brought on-line once the bugs have been worked out. 

7. Environmental indices should be developed for the Salmoscope that reflect environmental 

variation broadly across the salmosphere, and regionally as appropriate, with a view to determining 

their predictive value for various aspects of  salmon biology.

8. As a general rule, a census of  salmon abundance should be taken as late in (a salmon's) life as is 

practical but before substantial fishery removals occur. If  taken at or near the time when the 

juveniles enter the sea, some division of  mortality between freshwater and marine sources is 

possible. There is little doubt that prior knowledge of  spawner abundance has value: preparing for 

fisheries, as an indicator of  management success, and as a basis for predicting future returns. 

Concerning the latter, the worst (easiest) time in the life history of  salmon is a census made on the 

spawning grounds, while the best (most difficult) time for census of  spawner abundance is made 

just prior to a fishery.  

 7 Challenges

Where they exist, a variety of  data systems have been created by agencies to report in-season abundance of

adult salmon. Presumably, they are meeting the needs of  local users of  the information but if  they are not, 

now would be a good time to expand the dialogue to include those who wish to have a broader perspective

on the resource. It is not currently possible to compare, even retrospectively, annual salmon runs along the 

North American coastline without significant human “intervention” in the process. It is not currently 

possible to compare runs in real-time within a season. Both are technically possible but there are 

impediments to progress that will take vision, leadership and time to overcome. 

1. Currently, no person, entity, or organization has a responsibility, authority, and resources to obtain 

and serve salmon data coast-wide.

2. Data serving culture is not well established. Where exceptions, all use different approaches. There 

is no vision for how to organize salmon data to serve a coast-wide perspective.
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3. No coast-wide data standards.

4. Limited access to parameters other than abundance or relative abundance. It is not possible, for 

example, to determine whether a brood year is “missing” from a run of  multiple age-classes. This 

would be evident if  salmon could be aged quickly. The extent of  any anomaly could be understood

if  multiple rivers were examined. 

5. Data access

1. Finding the data; there is no online catalogue of  coast-wide salmon data.

2. When online sites are found, the effort required to get the data varies from site to site. 

3. Without exception, all online salmon data required human intervention to obtain, sometimes 

involving multiple steps. It is impossible, for example, to analyze salmon data reported in a pdf  

file, or displayed on a website without reformatting. 

4. If  data were available to download, sometimes it was stored in a proprietary software format 

(eg. Excel) that is not readable by other kinds of  software.

6. Weak history of  innovation in salmon biology

While there have been some notable exceptions, such as the development of  genetic stock 

identification techniques, obtaining the basic biological information about salmon has not changed 

much since Gilbert started his program in 1914. Salmon biologists need counts, length, weight, age,

and sex to begin to make sense of  what they are observing. This minimal set of  measurements is 

rarely met in most sampling programs. 
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 11 Appendix

ILLUSTRATION 1: ANOMALIES AND EXTREMA IN MEAN SIZE AT AGE IN 2015 AND 2016; MOST ARE MEAN LENGTH BUT MEAN WEIGHT IS INDICATED BY (WT) IN THE LABEL. SX-
SOCKEYE, PK-PINK, CK-CHINOOK, CO-COHO, CM-CHUM, SH-STEELHEAD. AGE-AT-MATURITY INDICATED AS TWO NUMERALS X.Y WHERE X-NUMBER OF FRESHWATER ANNULI AND Y-
NUMBER OF OCEAN ANNULI. TOTAL AGE IS THEIR SUM+1 AS THERE IS NO ANNULUS FORMED DURING THE FIRST WINTER IN FRESHWATER (AS AN EGG). 



ILLUSTRATION 2: DETERMINATION OF EXTREMA AND STRONG ANOMALIES IN: A= ABUNDANCE, S= SKEWNESS (HIGH [LOW] VALUES HAVE AN ABRUPT [SLOW] RISE TO A PEAK 
FOLLOWED BY A LONG [ABRUPT] DECLINE), C= COMPRESSION (HIGH [LOW] VALUES HAVE A LARGER PERCENTAGE OF THE RUN PASSING NEAR THE PEAK DATE), P= PEAK DATE.(HIGH

[LOW] VALUES ARE LATE [EARLY]).LG= LARGE ADULTS, SM= SMALL ADULTS, E= EARLY RUN, L= LATE RUN, SPR= SPRING, SUM= SUMMER, FAL= AUTUMN. SX-SOCKEYE, PK-PINK, 
CK-CHINOOK, CO-COHO, CM-CHUM, SH-STEELHEAD. OTHER LOCATION CODES ARE SJ= SAN JUAN, BON=BONNEVILLE DAM.
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